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Welcome to Meraki Montessori  

“Education is a natural 
process carried out by the 
human individual, and is 

acquired not by listening to 
words, but by experiences 

in the environment.”

Communication with Teachers

At Meraki Montessori we are passionate about open communication. If you have any concerns at all please 
feel free to email, text or call us. We have given you both our emails and personal cell phone numbers as we 
believe it is best to address issues as they arise.

As we have no formal break during the school day if you have any messages between 8.30am and 3pm please 
text them through to us or give Karin a call.

We will check our phones at lunch time for any messages you may leave. (Please also respect that during the 
evenings and weekends we may need a break and choose to reply to your message the next morning if not 
urgent!)

Paul Scanlan  (Head of School) 021 560 444, paul.scanlan@merakimontessori.co.nz

Todd Rigg-Carriero (Montessori Guide) 022 622 6046, todd.riggcarriero@merakimontessori.co.nz  

Abbie Meredith (Montessori Guide) 027 240 8445, abbie.meredith@merakimontessori.co.nz

Policies and Procedures

Please make yourself familiar with our policies and procedures that can be found on our website 
www.merakimontessori.com

http://www.dailymontessori.com/
mailto:paul.scanlan@merakimontessori.co.nz
mailto:todd.riggcarriero@merakimontessori.co.nz
http://www.merakimontessori.com
mailto:paul.scanlan@merakimontessori.co.nz
mailto:todd.riggcarriero@merakimontessori.co.nz
http://www.merakimontessori.com
http://www.dailymontessori.com/
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Day to Day

Arriving at the gate

Please drop your children off at the gate at 
Sidwell Road by our wooden sign. The 
gates will be open at 8.20am and a teacher 
will be there to greet you and your child.

To help foster independence we ask that 
you say goodbye to your child at the gate 
and allow them to make the journey down 
to the classroom on their own.

In the morning teachers spend time 
preparing the environment for your 
children. If you would like to discuss 
something with a teacher please book in a 
formal meeting with us to ensure that we 
still have time to prepare the children’s 
environment and address any concerns 
you may have with our full attention.

Privacy Officer

 Paul  Scanlan is the privacy officer of Meraki 
Montessori. It is his responsibility to use 

information collected for the purpose it was 
collected for, ensure personal information is 

securely stored, ensure information collected is 
accurate and make available to a person 

information held about them. 

After School

School finishes at 3pm, feel free to come 
in the gate and wait for your child to be 
dismissed. Please make contact with the 
school if you are likely to arrive late so we 
can let your child know.

Please respect that this time is an 
important time for teachers and they may 
have meetings with parents booked in. If 
your child is late to be picked up this can 
throw us behind in our schedule and cause 
distress for your child.

Some tips for after school discussions – 
When conversing with your child after 
school please let them know that you were 
interested in all aspects of their day. A 
question such as “what did you do today” 
can sometimes imply to them expectations 
of an evaluative nature (you may also 
remember being asked this after school 
and rolling your eyes trying to think of 
what your mum or dad wanted to hear!). 

A question such as “what would you like 
to do this afternoon?” or “who showed 
kindness today?” can help to stimulate 
more natural conversation and allow them 
to feel they can share without being 
judged.
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Absences

For children to self-develop and self-educate, they 
must be present. At the primary age children often 
work collaboratively, they form different project 
groups, which change for various activities. If 
children are absent frequently this often disrupts the 
dynamic of their group work and they can feel left 
out and unable to participate. 

Therefore unless your child is ill, we do stress the 
importance of your child’s attendance at school. We 
do also understand that sometimes opportunities 
arise such as distant family coming to visit or a 
special overseas trip. If this is the case please 
discuss this with the teachers so they understand the 
reason behind your child’s absence. If for some 
reason your child is ill or cannot make it to school 
please phone one of the teachers before 8.30am to 
let them know your child will not be at school 
today.

Lateness

The period of time between 8:20 and 8:35 a.m. is 
planned for arrival. After this time both teachers 
and the children put away lunch boxes and reading 
books. They may attend to their morning 
responsibilities such as checking the calendar, 
watering plants, feeding the animals, sweeping the 
walks, checking the roll and so on. They encounter 
their friends and exchange greeting and updates on 
their interests and doings. Some children are invited 
to lessons upon arrival, announcements are made, 
or a class lesson may begin early. Then they settle 
into their work. If children are late it can throw this 
whole process off for them. We do understand that 
things happen but where possible we ask for you to 
ensure your child arrives on time to help the 
classroom community run smoothly.

Illness

If your child has any of the following symptoms we 
ask that you keep your child at home.

• High Fever

• Diarrhoea 

• Vomiting

• Nausea

• Severe cough

• Unusual yellow colour to skin or eyes

• Skin or eye lesions or rashes that are severe, 
weeping, or pus-filled

• Stiff neck and headache with one or more of 
the symptoms listed above

• Difficult breathing or wheezing

• Complaints of severe pain  

If your child is not feeling well in the morning, 
please observe them closely before sending them to 
school and risking the health of other children.  
Children must be free from symptoms for 24 hours 

Paul:       021 560 444

Abbie:    027 240 8445

Todd:      022 622 6046
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Dress Code

As we believe learning to 
dress oneself is a skill that is needed for life we do not have 
uniforms at Meraki Montessori Primary.

We do however ask that your child comes to school in clothes that 
are appropriate for purposeful work and movement. If your child 
comes to school wearing a piece of clothing or jewellery that 
distracts themselves or others from purposeful work we will ask 
them to remove it and return it to them at the end of the school 
day.

Please also do not send them to school in clothes that you will cry 
if they ruin. We are a school after all and sometimes we do get a 
bit messy! (We will of course try and prevent this whenever 
possible)
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At Meraki Montessori we recognise that nutritious 
food is essential to healthy learning, growth and 
development. This is why we have a strong healthy 
eating policy. We recommend food that is low in 
sugar and additives, and high in vitamins and 
nutrients. 

The students will be able to keep their food in the 
fridge and use the kitchen as required. However to 
encourage independence, and avoid congestion, we 
would like to suggest a thermos where possible (e.g. 
soups, smoothies).

Lunchtime at Meraki is a time for the community (teachers and children) to come together and socialise, 
while practising good manners and social graces. The children will learn to wait for everyone to be ready 
before beginning their lunch, talk in between mouthfuls, chew politely and wait patiently for others to 
finish. We will discuss eating a balanced diet and where the food has originated from. These may be things 
you would like to follow up at the dinner table at home.

The children will be given ample time to eat, though they are encouraged to eat only as much as their 
hunger requires. Once they have finished eating all uneaten food will be returned to the lunchbox. This 
can help you and your child determine the appropriate amount for each day. 

We have a litter-less lunch policy where plastic wrappers will be returned home to be disposed of. Using 
compartment lunchboxes or small containers can reduce the amount of waste used in each packed lunch. 
These lunchboxes can also provide a way of offering differing quantities of food so that lunch can be a 
colourful buffet. 

Here are some tips for helping your child to create interesting and nutritious lunches:

- Use leftovers

- Help your child prepare their lunch the night before

- Plan a weekly menu for school lunches (this can help the child to plan and prepare their food, 
helps you to plan and budges the shopping trips, and also adds variety so that they don’t get bored 
with eating the same things each day)

- Try cutting up fruits and vegetables in different ways- slices, cubes, sticks, rings

- Give them a list and let them highlight the food they like 

- Give new food a few goes in the lunchbox- perhaps try one new item of food per week

- Make the new food together- if your child has participated in making it they’ll be more inclined to 
try it. 

Learning to 
Love 

Lunches
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Morning Nourishment Suggestions:

- Fresh fruit or a fruit salad

- Unsweetened applesauce

- Tuna and ricotta cheese or tuna and crushed pineapple 
mix- great for dip or spreading on crackers

- Ricotta or cottage cheese mixed with raisins, sultanas, 
dried apricots, dates, seeds 

- A cup of plain yoghurt blended with fruit. Add a dash of 
vanilla for more flavour.

- Cheese and crackers or Cheese cubes

- Raw vegetables with cottage cheese or guacamole 

- Bliss balls made from dried fruit, coconut and nuts 

- Vegetable skewers, fruit skewers or corn on the cob

- Hardboiled eggs (you could add variety by making curried eggs)

- Strips of coconut or avocado slices

- Trail mix including Brazil nuts, walnuts, almonds, cashews, pistachios, sunflower or pumpkin seeds

- Cucumber sandwiches (ham between two cucumber slices) or ‘eyeballs’ (olives on toothpicks)

- Sundried tomatoes, cherry tomatoes, raw radish slices or roasted chic peas, pickles, sugar snap peas, 
or celery sticks (these can be varied to make ‘ants on a log’)

- Smoothies

Main Meals:

- Bagels with favourite fillings

- Sausages stuffed with cooked vegetables (pumpkin, kumara, mashed carrot, potatoes) 

- Roasted peppers stuffed with cooked vegetables or quinoa

- Corn fritters or egg frittatas either plain or with thinly sliced vegetables

- Mini quiches or sushi

- Homemade meatballs with your child’s favourite dipping sauce

- Wraps with fresh ingredients (ham, salami, lettuce, cucumber, grated cheese and carrot)
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Fostering Independence
“The Ordinary acts we practice every day at home are of more importance to the soul 

than their simplicity might suggest.” 
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Responding to your child’s concerns in a way that supports independence

From time to time in the primary class your child may tell you about things they have seen or heard at school 
that are in some way disturbing or puzzling to them. How you respond may have a strong effect on your 
child’s future perceptions and feelings. We want to give your child the skills and strategies to be able to 
cope with these situations and see them from differing perspectives. Below are some great 
suggestions of how to respond to different situations.

• Give short but heartfelt sympathy.

• Listen.

• Make a positive suggestion.

• Listen.

• Leave it be.

If your child reports repeatedly on the same child or about similar situations, let the teacher know privately 
what your child’s concern is so s/he can keep an eye on how to give your child support with those 
relationships and situations.

Your Child Reports About His Own Experience

“Johnny hit me.”  - Oh, that could hurt. I’m sorry you were hit. What could you do? What could you say?

“Jamie took the book I was reading.”"  - That could be frustrating. You’d like her to ask you instead of just 
taking it. What could you do? What could you say?

“Dana called me piggy face.” - That could really hurt your feelings. You’d like her to call you by your name. 
You’d like her to tell you what’s bothering her in respectful language.

“Colin laughed when I fell down.” - That could hurt your feelings. You’d like him to help you up when you 
fall down. You’d like him to ask you how you are when you fall down.
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Your Child Reports about Another Child’s Experience

 “Mabel pushed Stacy down.” - I hope Stacy’s okay. Being pushed down could hurt her body and her 
feelings. I hear you know how important it is to use your words. I trust that Mabel will learn to use her words 
soon.

“Danny took Cindy’ s hair bow.” - You know how important it is to respect others’ things. You’d like Danny 
to respect Cindy’s hair bow.

“Brenda never does her work. She just bothers other children.” - You feel bad for Brenda. You know 
children feel happier when they find work they like.

“Sven is so mean. No one likes him.” - That sounds sad and lonely. I trust that he will soon learn to get along 
with the children better. I trust the children and the guide will find ways to help him. I wonder what you 
could do to help everyone?

At Meraki Montessori, we assign responsibility for remembering things such as books, hats, project 
resources or swimming togs to the children. They are to ask their parents to help them arrange the physical 
layout and plan the family routines to support their remembering.

A habit of stopping to think before going out the door may serve them well now and in the future. A series of 
questions over a period of days might go like this:

Day One  “Before you go out the door, stop and think. How many things do you need to take with you to 
school?”

Day Two “Before you go out the door, stop and think. What do you need to take with you?”

Day Three “What will you need before you go out the door?”

Day Four “What will you do?”

Day Five The parent stops at the door and looks steadfastly into the child’s eyes. The child is perplexed and 
stops to think while repeating. “What?” The parent waits for the child to think. If nothing comes, the parent 
says, “Think,” and waits. If nothing happens, the parent asks, “What do you need?” (Repeat steps four 
through five as needed.)

Remember…
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Natural Consequences
“In our system we obviously have a different 

concept of discipline. The discipline that we are 
looking for is active. We do not believe that one is 

disciplined only when he is artificially made as 
silent as a mute and as motionless as a paralytic. 
Such a one is not disciplined but annihilated…we 
claim that an individual is disciplined when he is 

the master of himself and when he can, as a 
consequence, control himself when he must follow a 

rule of life.” 

We do not use punishment as a means of discipline. Instead we believe in natural and logical consequences. 

Natural consequence is the natural follow-up of any event, that has no external interference. When you stand 
in the rain, you get wet. Experience becomes the teacher and adult interference is not required.   

Logical consequences refer to the actions or responses that are implemented following a child’s inappropriate 
behaviour that serve to discourage the child from engaging in that behaviour again. Logical consequences 
teach children to accept responsibility for their mistakes and misbehaviour. Logical consequences are not 
punishment and they need to be related to the behaviour, respectful to the child, and reasonable (no matter 
how mad you may be) 

For example: if you forget about the food in the oven? It burns.  This is the natural consequence of forgetting 
the timer. The logical consequence will be that another casserole needs to be baked or that something else 
needs to be made for dinner.

This discipline is real, in contrast to the artificial discipline of reward and punishment common to other 
methods. 

It is one of our ultimate goals that our students do the right thing, not because they 
will be punished if they don’t, but because they don’t want to adversely affect the 

people and world around them.
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Curriculum Support
Open Work Cycles

At Meraki Montessori we support and encourage 
the home-school learning connection. We also 
think it is important for parents and whanau to be 
able to come into the school and share their skills 
with our community.

 If you have a skill, story, sport, or passion that you 
wish to share with the children please email either 
Paul, Abbie or Todd to let us know.

We will tell the children in advance of the lessons 
being offered on that day and they will be able to 
choose which ones to participate in (teachers 
included!). 

Please remember that any lesson is always made 
richer if the children have a chance to participate in 
it themselves. It is also great if you can help 
connect your lesson to the community, a practical 
application or where they could go to learn more.

“It takes a village to

 raise a child”

African Proverb

Reporting to Parents

At Meraki Montessori we report to parents in a different 
way each term. We hope to keep consistent 

communication with our parent community and are always 
willing to listen and discuss any concerns you may have. 

In Montessori education we assess and report on your 
child’s progress in a way that respects their individual 

development rather than comparing “apples to pears” as 
such. As Albert Einstein said 'Everybody is a genius. But if 
you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its 

whole life believing that it is stupid. We are passionate 
about assessing and reporting to you in a way that is 

meaningful and respectful to both you and your child’s 
learning journey.  Our curriculum delivery programme is 
available on the pallet table at the entrance of our school 

should you want to learn more.

Term One

Half way during Term One parents will be offered the 
opportunity to do a short check-in interview to see how 
things are going for their child at home and in the 
classroom. This is to touch base and address any concerns 
or questions you may have about your child’s transition to 
Meraki Montessori Primary

Term Two

During Term Two we will be conducting more formal 
interviews about your child’s progress across the 
curriculum and some notes and dialogues on their 
progress.

Term Three

During Term Three parents will be invited in for 
‘Discovery Day’ where children will take their parents on 
a journey across the curriculum and share some of their 
favourite lessons with their whanau/family.

Term Four

At the end of Term Four parents will receive a ‘learning 
journey’ a beautiful document that will show their child’s 
journey of learning throughout the year in photographs 
and their child’s voice.
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• Use dictionaries together to look up unknown words
• Bounce a ball to each other spelling out words that you wish to learn
• Research the Etymology/history of words and where they come from
• Grab some chalk and write them out together on the concrete
• Make word finds together with words they wish to learn
• Learn New Zealand Sign Language and spell them out to each other
• Look at repeating patterns within words (e.g. cat, mat,) and write poems or songs together
• Use clay or play dough to make a word together with a little scene the word would normally be used 

in (e.g. you could make the word beach and then make a surfer at the beach in the waves)
• Try and put multiple spelling words together in the same sentence

Read, Read and read with your child!

At Meraki Montessori spelling is taught in many different 
ways. ‘Repetition through variety’ is the best way to stimulate learning 
during the 6-12 stage of development. Below we have included some 
ways you may want to practise spelling with your children at home. 
Please always make this a fun activity and do not force your child to 
do this if they are tired. Spelling is done within the school day and 
should not be a battle to have with your child after school. 

ABC’s

Facts on the Teaching of Spelling - By Constance Weaver

“Too much that is known about how to teach spelling isn't being put into practice. I can think of no 
subject we teach more poorly or harbor more myths about than spelling.” Richard Gentry, 1987 

For decades, more people seem to have considered themselves poor spellers than good spellers, despite the fact that 
most of us spell correctly the vast majority of the words we write. With spelling, we seem to expect that all of us should 
spell one hundred percent correctly, even on first drafts, and even as young children. Perhaps it is this unrealistic 
expectation that leads some parents and others to object when teachers use newer methods of helping children learn to 
spell, such as encouraging children to "use invented spelling" in their early attempts to write. Such critics mistakenly 
assume that children who initially use approximate spellings will never become good spellers, or that if the time-
honored method of memorizing spelling lists were used instead, every child would become a perfect speller. Neither 
observed experience nor research supports these assumptions.

What research demonstrates:

Young children using invented spelling employ a considerably greater variety of words in their writing than those 
encouraged to use only the words they can spell correctly (Gunderson & Shapiro, 1987, 1988; Clarke, 1988; Stice & 
Bertrand, 1990). Young children encouraged to use invented spellings seem to develop word recognition and phonics 
skills sooner than those not encouraged to spell the sounds they hear in words (Clarke, 1988). At least between years 
6-12, it is not clear that spelling instruction has much of an effect beyond what is learned through reading alone, if 
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Montessori and Technology

 

Dr Maria Montessori was a scientist, and we have no doubt that she would have taken a 
keen interest in technological advancements that have taken place since she passed on. We 
do however also believe that she would have carefully considered the developmental needs 
of the primary aged child and how to best introduce it to children in a way that would suit 
their developmental needs.
 
At Meraki Montessori we are lucky enough to have a Mac computer and 3D printer. The 
computer has Net Nanny and antivirus and is only used under suitable supervision of a 
nearby adult. We use technology to teach practical life skills such as: sending an email, 
learning to touch type, cyber safety, learning how to code, how to find directions for a trip, 
helping children with specific learning needs, presenting a project or finding information 
we are unable to find from a book or person within our community. We do not use the 
computer/internet for games of any type or as a reward. 

We have many beautiful hands-on materials that the children are able to use during the 
work cycle that isolate concepts and are designed to specifically enhance their fine motor 
skills.  Computers for our younger children (6-9) can stimulate too many senses,  cause 
tiredness or over excitability and prevent them from developing grace and courtesy around 
social skills.   Technology is introduced to the children as they are ready and for practical 
application only. We believe children should be learning to talk to one another, how to 
make phone calls, organise trips to visit people within our community as well as using 
materials that help to develop their fine motor skills which is so crucial at this age.
 
We do not ignore that we are now in a society surrounded by technology and acknowledge 
that children often learn how to use items such as Ipads, computers and cellphones at home 
and within their larger community. With the ever -changing nature of technology and the 
ease at  which children pick up how to use these devices we think our time with your 
children in today's world is better spent introducing large concepts to your children ( such 
as critical thinking, problem solving , conservation, peace, creativity e.t.c) , exposing them 
to the wider community and allowing them to build their confidence and skills around 
working with people.
 
The internet and technology is a very exciting part of our world and many Montessori 
students have gone on to work in it – e.g. Google founders Sergei Brin and Larry Page, 
SIMS video creator Will Wright.  Our philosophy is not to bury our head in the sand and 
pretend  that  it  does  not  exist  but  instead  to  ensure  we  are  using  it  in  a  meaningful 
way, giving the children life skills that will help them to develop their own talents and 
passions in the future.  
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Story time

At Meraki Montessori we follow the broad Montessori curriculum for language and reading. We understand 
that each child will arrive at Meraki with various skills, and at differing stages of reading development. This 
is typical for children’s development in all areas. Our philosophy is to allow children the freedom of reaching 
their potential by meeting their needs and offering an individualised learning programme. 

For each child their journey of learning to read is different and paced according to their individual needs and 
interests. Every child has a right to learn to read as soon as they are eager and ready. Undue pressure placed 
upon a child to read before they are ready, testing or stressful drilling in reading practice can produce an 
aversion to reading. Please enjoy watching your child’s reading abilities grow as they gain confidence in 
working with our language materials. If you hold any concerns over your child’s reading development please 
do not hesitate to talk to one of the teachers.

The Montessori language curriculum is very broad and includes phonics, sight-reading and whole language 
elements. Children work with other students who are at various stages of learning how to read or gain fluency 
in their reading. Children are not impeded from participating and enjoying the richness of the Montessori 
curriculum as they are helped by their peers who will balance reading for them and helping them to read

Books should invoke interest and a sense of wonder in the child as they explore the captivating world of 
literacy.

“A book is a dream that you hold 
in your hand”

- Neil Gaiman
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At Meraki Montessori we would like to encourage you to be active participants in supporting your child’s 
development as they learn to read. The partnership between home and school is crucial in establishing a 
lifelong habit of reading for enjoyment.

Listen to your child read or read to them every night. Allow the child to naturally choose a safe and calm 
space to sit and read together. Offer help when requested but honour the child’s attempts at practising their 
reading skills. If finding time for daily reading is challenging, try planning a reading time for each day of the 
week which will work around that day’s activities and appointments. Write each time on the calendar space 
for each day so that both you and your child are accountable to following through on the plan. If your child 
doesn’t feel comfortable sharing their books yet, suggest that they read to you in the car as you drive home 
from school. It doesn’t matter if they are guessing the words or reading some incorrectly as the constant 
exposure to print, and the enjoyment of reading while others are listening, are positive skills to develop in 
their journey to becoming readers.

Select books together that you think they would like or share stories that you read yourself as a child. Talk 
about why you liked or loathed them, and which characters you admired. If you and your child are willing you 
could try acting out parts of the stories or making different voices for each character.

Allow them the time and discretion to choose their own reading books. Even if they, or you, have read the 
same book more than a dozen times this is a great way to encourage the skills necessary for reading as they 
practising memorisation and repetition. They don’t need to read a new book every night, allow them to feel 
success as they master reading a new book.

Encourage more time reading than watching TV, playing video games or on electronic devices. Books can 
take you to worlds that can only be imagined and nothing compares to having a large tower of books that you 
have read on your own. 

There is a whole world of good writing, good reading, and good listening awaiting your children-a world that 
you can open up to them and one that they will enjoy for the rest of their lives. What better gift can there 
possibly be? 

Supporting your Child’s Reading
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At the primary level, children often begin to form research groups and work in larger gatherings. As you may 
imagine, this requires movement, of course, and discussion. Some parents are impressed by quiet classrooms, 
and teachers, of course, just adore impressing parents and other observers.

We need your support, at this point, to have the courage to trust the children in their new level of 
development and to help us stretch ourselves to allow the children to stumble and stammer and make false 
starts, to argue and come apart and then achieve something real through their own efforts. We are often 
tempted to back away from this kind of work, as it may look like a lack of control or a mess. The more the 
parents understand and support the real expression of the primary 
level, the more the teachers will be able to provide your child 
with the unusual benefits it can offer.

One of the exciting aspects of our curriculum for older children 
in our primary is big group projects. These can seem a ragged, 
messy endeavour to the untrained eye. The children plan a trip 
from beginning to end, for example. They put together an 
itinerary. They telephone or write to make arrangements for each 
scheduled activity. The children correspond with parents, draw 
up all forms, make and keep lists, keep track of the money, look up addresses in the phone book, chart routes 
on the map. This is an incredible undertaking for 8-12 year olds and offers them opportunities for 
development that are truly essential for that age but are almost never provided elsewhere.

The sense of self, the respect for others, the building of community, the use of basic skills, the exercise of 
cooperation, mediation, and encouragement, and the development of initiative and courage are all benefits 
that the children can only achieve by undertaking such projects independently. Adults must guide yet stand 
back. Adults must ask questions and not give answers. The messiness and commotion coming from this are a 
necessary part of the dynamic process of creating.

During research projects children are responsible for conveying information to their parents clearly and 
completely within a reasonable time frame. If your child is unclear, insist on clarity. If your child gives you 
too little notice, insist that he/she make notes and reminders for him/herself in the future. Do not drop 
everything for an errand or for supplies on a moment’s notice at 9:00 at night and rush off to the far side of 
town because your child suddenly remembers a list of items he/she was to ask for a week ago.  
Let your child experience the consequences and help him/her plan to be more organized in the future.

‘We are building their logical thinking, foresight, focused intention, responsibility, 
memory and communication skills. When they return to us without what they need, 

saying “my mother forgot” or “my father was too busy”, we tell them it is their job to 
remind you, and it is their job to help you find time!’

Curiosity, and a World of Wonders
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“It is Fascinating to watch 
Montessori children who 

have never had homework. 
They come home and play 
tag, ride bikes…But they 

also spontaneously pull out 
pencil and paper to write 
numbers, letters, stories, 

and to draw pictures; they 
ask flurries of questions 
about the world around 
them – regardless of the 
subject. Everything is 

interrelated. Homework is 
play, and play is 

homework.”

-Trevor Eissler, Montessori Madness, pg. 

Homework
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Homework

House and Garden – children may:

• Care for personal belongings, bed and bath 
environment 

• Make own lunch.

• Share in meal preparation 

• Help clean and care for the home 

• Assist in laundry 

• Keep a small part of the garden 

• Help plan family life, shop for groceries 

Nature and the Out of Doors - children may:

• Care for animals 

• Take hikes 

• Ride bikes 

• Camp out 

• Watch and study birds 

• Visit nature preserves, natural science 
centers and natural history museums 

• Play outdoors 

Social Activism—children may:

• Keep a scrapbook of newspaper articles  

on one’s favourite issues 

• Participate in environmental cleanup’s

• Organize neighbourhood recycling 

Sports/Exercise—children may:

The Arts—children may:

• Day dream 

• Draw, sketch, paint or illustrate 
impressions of events 

• Take music/dance lessons and practice in 
front of family and friends 

• Visit art museums 

• Attend concerts and operas 

• Write reviews or impressions of events 

• Sew, crochet, embroider, weave 

• Do carpentry Build models 

Academic Skills Development - children may:

• Read for one-half hour each evening 

• Have a read-aloud time. One person 
could read while the others clean up from 
dinner or do some other simple task. Family 
members take turns being the reader.

• Keep a journal or diary 

• Write letters to friends and relatives 

• Write stories, poems and reports 

• Memorize math facts  

• Memorize spelling 

• Keep personal alphabetized book of new 
vocabulary and spelling words 

• Visit the public library regularly to check 
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Montessori Jargon

The Prepared Environment

The Montessori classroom is an environment that is carefully and lovingly prepared by the teacher for the 
children. It contains interesting and developmentally appropriate materials that are optimal to aid the 
education and development of the child. The environment should be ordered, beautiful and simple with child-
sized materials to encourage independent functioning. The teacher and other children are an important part of 
this prepared environment as they help to develop the skills of the child as they learn to work within a 
community and seek knowledge of who they are as members of this community.

3 Hour Work Cycle

Maria Montessori’s research and observation lead to her understanding that children, when left to freely 
explore purposeful and developmentally appropriate work, displayed a distinct cycle for their work. This 
cycle was so predictable that it can even be graphed. It shows two peaks and one valley, lasting 
approximately three hours. When children are given three hours to follow their own cycle of work their 
learning is deeper, richer and more meaningful. They are able to develop executive functions like self-
management and discipline, intrinsic motivation, self- regulation and problem-solving skills.  At Meraki 
Montessori we have three hours of open, uninterrupted time for the children to choose independent work, 
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False Fatigue

This is most commonly observed around 10am. It is related to the cycle of work that happens during the 
three hour work cycle, and can be thought of as the valley between the two peaks. An observer would note 
that the children seem to lose interest in their work, become restless and the noise level rises. It may seem as 
if the children are tired. However, if the children are given time and freedom to move around, as well as 
guided into understanding this phenomenon, they will return to work on their own and their work will be at 
a higher level of understanding, engagement and motivation than before (thus the next peak in the cycle).

Cosmic Education

Our Montessori curriculum seeks to connect the children with the world around them. Cosmic education 
therefore is about providing children with a vision of the universe; helping them to discover how all parts of 
the cosmos are interconnected and interdependent. We discuss the concept of the universe, the galaxies, our 
solar system and planet Earth- everything that came before the birth of humans and contributed to make the 
child’s place on this Earth possible. We tell the “Great Stories” which tell the history of man and encourage 
the children to develop an appreciation for their own role and responsibility in the global society we live in. 
The cosmic curriculum provides children with a meaningful link for their learning as they understand how 
all the pieces fit together to form a whole picture of the world that we live in.

Going Out

Maria Montessori understood the importance of children being connected with their world, and believed that 
they should have regular outings into their community. This is related to the acquisition of culture as the 
children learn how to be functioning and independent members of society. Children should be able to learn 
from activities outside the school grounds; in the thick of society, the culture and the natural world. Going 
out is where children are encouraged to plan and execute their own ventures into the wider community, this 
may be in the form of a trip to a place of interest or by going to visit local businesses. Adults will 
accompany the children as they go out but they are there to ensure safety only, allowing the children to solve 
any problems they may encounter and follow the plan they have set.
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Get to know our staff 
As staffing can change get to know our current staff by visiting our 
website under the about us section. 

www.merakimontessori.co.nz/about-us 

Facilities and 
Equipment 

Meraki is a small but beautiful school with two classrooms a 
kitchen, upstairs mezzanine and library tower. We have a beautiful 
outdoor environment and plenty of hands on Montessori materials 
for the children to enjoy working with. For a tour of our school 
visit our website and check out the video tour available on our 
home page www.merakimontessori.co.nz or the following link on 
youtube.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
time_continue=2&v=Epk36ZQTaQ8 

http://www.merakimontessori.co.nz
http://www.merakimontessori.co.nz
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International Student Checklist 

Instruction for Teachers: 

On the last Wednesday of the month, please complete Yes or No for each criterion. Sign 
and date the form, and return to the Head of School who will communicate any 
important information regarding their learning or health directly to their parents. 

Student:                                                                                Date:                                      

Criterion Yes No 

Parent is seen during pick up or drop off, or spoken to on phone, at least once during 
each week   

Regular drop offs or pickups by anyone other than the parent   

Child has playdates with other students   

Child has classroom and playground buddies from cultures other than their own   

Child looks well cared for (e.g. clean)   

Lunches are usual standard   

There is no unexplained stress reactions   

Regular attendance   

There are no special needs or learning delay issues that need to be discussed 

There are no other concerns regarding at risk factors such as neglect and abuse  to report 
  

Teacher has checked that contact details for both parents, students and next of kin are 
up to date and current   
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Further Reading
1. The Absorbent Mind (Heny Holt & Co., 1995), by Dr. Maria       Montessori

2. Montessori Madness! A Parent to Parent Argument for Montessori Education (Sevenoff, 2009), by Trevor 
Eissler

3. Montessori: The Science Behind the Genius (Oxford University Press, 2005), by Angeline Stoll Lillard

4. Discovery of The Child (Fides, 1967), by Dr. Maria Montessori

5. The Element: How Finding Your Passion Changes Everything (Penguin/Viking 2009), by Sir Ken Robinson

6. Drive (Penguin, 2011), by Dan Pink

7. A Whole New Mind (Penguin, 2006), by Dan Pink

8. The Schools Our Children Deserve: Moving Beyond Traditional Classrooms and “Tougher 
Standards” (Houghton Mifflin, 1999), by Alfie Kohn

9. Punished By Rewards: The Trouble with Gold Stars, Incentive Plans, A’s, Praise, and Other Bribes 
(Houghton Mifflin, 1993), by Alfie Kohn

10. Stop Stealing Dreams, 2011, by Seth Godin, http://www.squidoo.com/stop-stealing-dreams (free download)

11. Brain Rules (Pear Press, 2009), by John Medina

12. A Pattern Language (Oxford University Press, 1977) #18 Network of Learning

13. Montessori & Embodied Education, by Kevin Rathnude

14. Optimal Learning Environments to Promote Student Engagement, by David J. Shernoff - Chapter 10 
includes a robust chapter entitled "Models of Engaging Private Schools and the Case of Montessori Schools"

15. Rethinking Education, Dr. Phillip Snow Gang

16.Playful Learning & Montessori Education, Angeline S. Lillard

This handbook was created in collaboration with Howick Montessori and with reference to the Austin 
Montessori Parent community Handbook – http://www.austinmontessori.org/PDF/Handbook.pdf

http://www.squidoo.com/stop-stealing-dreams
http://la101-16.wikispaces.com/file/view/Montessori+and+Embodied+Education+-+Rathunde.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Environments-Engagement-Responsible-Adolescent-Development/dp/1461470889/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1392819563&sr=1-1
http://www.ties-edu.org/documents/Rethinking.pdf
http://www.journalofplay.org/sites/www.journalofplay.org/files/pdf-articles/5-2-article-play-learning-and-montessori-education_0.pdf
http://www.squidoo.com/stop-stealing-dreams
http://la101-16.wikispaces.com/file/view/Montessori+and+Embodied+Education+-+Rathunde.pdf
http://www.amazon.com/Environments-Engagement-Responsible-Adolescent-Development/dp/1461470889/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1392819563&sr=1-1
http://www.ties-edu.org/documents/Rethinking.pdf
http://www.journalofplay.org/sites/www.journalofplay.org/files/pdf-articles/5-2-article-play-learning-and-montessori-education_0.pdf

